MINI SHAVING
BAG-BOX

Order the supplies for this project at
www.ginger.stampinup.net

Contact me at:
http://www.stampinup.net/esuite/home/ginger/contactme
Item Name
Regals 12" x 12" Cardstock (Cherry Cobbler)
Crumb Cake 8-1/2 x 11" Cardstock
Mossy Meadow 8-1/2" x 11" Cardstock

Item #
147002
120953
133676
147820

Price
$12.00
$8.50
$8.50
$11.00

Mossy Meadow Classic Stampin' Pad

147111

$7.50

Soft Suede Classic Stampin' Pad

147115

$7.50

Nothing Sweeter Photopolymer Bundle

133651
102283
149955

$3.75
$9.00
$42.45

Apron Builder Framelits Dies (optional)*

145661

$29.00

All Is Bright Paper Clips

147893

$7.00

Red Rhinestone Basic Jewels

146924

$7.00

Embossing Paste

141979

$8.00

Palette Knives

142808

$5.00

White Stampin' Emboss Powder

109132

$5.00

Heat Tool

129053

$30.00

Big Shot

143263

$110.00

Mini Stampin' Dimensionals

144108

$4.00

Stampin' Dimensionals

104430

$4.00

Fast Fuse Adhesive

129026

$10.00

Tear & Tape Adhesive

138995

$7.00

Paper Snips

103579

$10.00

Stampin' Trimmer

126889

$30.00

Take Your Pick Tool

144107

$10.00

Festive Farmhouse 12" x 12" Designer Series Paper (DSP)

Mossy Meadow Classic Stampin' Ink Refill
VersaMark Ink
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Item Name
Window Sheet (optional)
Jet Black StazOn Ink Pad (optional)

Item #
142314
101406

Price
$5.00
$10.00

*3/8" Thin Clear Velcro dots can be used to keep the box closed

Ruler
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Create the template for applying Embossing Paste by stamping on cardstock
the tree outline from the Nothing Sweeter stamp set in either ink color. Cut
away inside the lines of the tree with your Paper Snips. NOTE: You can create
the template using Window Sheet, which can be washed and reused. However,
you will need to use StazOn ink to stamp the outline and it will stain the
photopolymer stamp.
2. Stamp four tree outlines on Crumb Cake cardstock using Soft Suede ink.
and cut with tree die (not stitched die).
3. Place the template over your stamped image and using one of the Palette
Knives, skim a layer of white Embossing Paste over the template for two (2) of
the trees. Set aside to dry.
4. Place about a 1-2 tablespoons of Embossing Paste in a small container and
place one drop of Mossy Meadow reinker onto the paste and mix thoroughly.
Follow the same procedure as in step 3 for the remaining two (2) trees.
5. Cut a 12" x 6" piece of Cherry Cobbler cardstock and score along the 12" side at 3-3/4", 5-3/4", 9-1/2", and 11-1/2". Turn to
the 6" length and score at 2", 4", 5", and 5-1/2".

6. Referring to the diagram above, measure 1" on each of the small rectangles and using the stylus from the Take Your Pick Tool,
make an indentations. Again using the stylus and the ruler, draw a diagonal line from the indentation to each corner of the
rectangle as pictured above.
7. Fold on all the horizontal and vertical score lines. Do not fold diagonal score lines at this time.
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8. Using the diagram as reference, cut on all the solid lines from the edge of the cardstock then cut off all areas indicated in gray.
9. Pinch and fold the diagonal pieces so the point of the end will be folding to the
outside of the box.
10. If you will be using the small half circle shape from the Apron Builder
Framelits, measure 7/8" from just below where the "milk spout" shape folds and
mark it. This is where you will place the straight cutting edge of the die. Cut the
opening on both ends. If you are not using the die, you may attach Velcro dots
under the flap once the box is constructed.
11. Place Tear & Tape or Fast Fuse where indicated in pink. You need a strong
adhesive for this. Bring ends together and attach.
12. At the bottom of the box, place Tear & Tape along both long flaps. Fold in the
two short sides. While keeping the box square, fold over each long flap.
13. Place Tear & Tape on the outer side of the 1/2" flap at top of box and fold
toward the outside of the box to attach. Repeat for the other side.
14. Cut two pieces of DSP 1/2" x 3-3/4" and attach them to the top tabs of the box.
15. Cut two pieces of DSP 3-3/4" x 3" and attach to the sides of the box.
16. Cut two pieces of Mossy Meadow cardstock 1/2" x 3-3/4" and run through the Big Shot using the stitch scallop die. Attach
one to each side of the box.
17. Stamp the sentiment on a 1/2" x 3" piece of Crumb Cake cardstock in Mossy Meadow ink. Create a pennant on one end and
cut the other end at a diagonal.
18. On a scrap of Crumb Cake cardstock, use VersaMark ink to stamp the
snowflake and heat emboss with white Stampin' Emboss powder. Die cut
snowflake using the Framelits.
19. Place an All Is Bright Paper Clip at the top of the box and slide in the
sentiment.
20. Attach a red rhinestone to the center of the snowflake. Place a Mini
Stampin' Dimensional on the end of the sentiment and attach the snowflake.
21. Place Stampin' Dimensionals on the dry trees and attach a set to each side
of the box.
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